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Why consider another word processing program?
While Microsoft Word is still useful to writers, there are a handful of programs
available that have been developed with the creative writer in mind.
The majority of the word processing programs reviewed here:
-

-

Are intuitive for people accustomed to using Microsoft Office
applications (Word, Excel, etc.)
Are customizable and sensitive to the needs of writers, with
hierarchical section breakdowns, character development aids, and
timeline organization.
Organize files using tabs within one window- no need to switch
between windows.
Allow writers to create and review their notes without inserting the
text into the body of the work.
Allow the option of simplified writing stripped of unused options.

Features similar to Word found in these alternative programs:
- copying, cutting, pasting text between files and from text outside the
program
- importing and exporting of text files
- font size/style and paragraph customization
- find and find/replace word search options
- spell check and thesauri

File types
.txt – Plaintext file extension: consists of very basic text without formatting
(no bold, italics, underline)
.rtf – Rich Text Format: offers text with more formatting capabilities. Most
word processing software implementations support RTF format import and
export, often making it a "common" format between otherwise incompatible
word processing software. The WordPad editor in Microsoft Windows creates
RTF files by default. It is also compatible with Mac text editors, such as
TextEdit.
.doc – proprietary Microsoft Word word processing file extension with more
text formatting information.
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PAGE FOUR

http://www.softwareforwriting.com
The free unlicensed version comes with a limit of 3 Notebooks, and a total of
20 Pages per Notebook. Unlimited notebooks and page access costs $34.95.
Document output type: .txt, .rtf, .doc
Side-by-side file viewing: No
Outlining: No
Storyboard: No
Timeline: No
Full Screen: No
Spell Checker: Yes, with British, Australian, and American English autocorrection options, and over 15 foreign language dictionaries available for
download.
Thesaurus: Yes
Search text option: Yes
Password Protection: Yes, as well as a lock/unlock program feature

o

Tabbed pages allow users to easily switch between files.

o

Automatic archiving, including the ability to roll back or extract pages
from the archive

o

Take a snapshot of a page you’re working on before making changes,
and automatically save it for later reference, without having to create
a new file.

o

Lock your files while you’re away from your computer, unlock them
when you get back.

o

Smart-Scan offers users textual statistics in over to avoid overused
words or phrases.

What you cannot do in Page Four: create tables, charts and macros.
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Buttons, pull-down menu, and text formatting
options similar to Microsoft Word

Snapshot button lets users save ideas for further
reference without having to create a new file

Hierarchical
folder and
page file
breakdowns,
can be
reorganized
at any time

Tabbed pages for easy switching between files
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ROUGH DRAFT 3.0

http://www.salsbury.f2s.com
Free

Document output type: .txt, .rtf
Side-by-side file viewing: Yes, for single text file and related notes only.
Outlining: No
Storyboard: No
Timeline: No
Full Screen: No
Spell Checker: Yes, with British, Australian, and American English autocorrection options, and other downloadable dictionaries.
Thesaurus: Yes
Search text option: Yes
Password Protection: No

o

Tabbed interface.

o

Notes in a panel to the right for easy viewing

o

Special mode for plays and screenplays for easier formatting

o

A side panel that makes common operations quicker and more
convenient

o

Instant backup of all open files to the device of your choice

o Automatic creation of cover pages for manuscript submissions with
word and page counts.
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Again, Microsoft Word-like
features and tabbed file viewing

View chapter
notes in an
adjacent window

Find words in any RoughDraft
documents and replace them
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LIQUID STORY BINDER XE

http://www.blackobelisksoftware.com

Document output type: .txt, .rtf, .zip
Side-by-side file viewing: Yes, including image files
Outlining: Yes
Storyboard: Yes
Timeline: Yes
Full Screen: Yes
Spell Checker: Yes
Thesaurus: Yes
Search text option: Yes
Password Protection: Yes, at the individual book level only, not at file level

o

View text files and images simultaneously to aid visual referencing

o

Add and sort mp3s to help writing mood

o

Record yourself reading your own writing using a microphone

o

Keep up with writing goals by reviewing your words per day counts,
words left to write, days remaining, etc.

o Combine multiple chapters into single manuscript automatically
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Full-screen with no
distractions, with
customizable background
and font colors
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WRITE-IT-NOW

http://www.ravensheadservices.com
Free demo, $49.95-$59.95 to purchase

Document output type: .txt, .rtf
Side-by-side file viewing: No
Outlining: Yes, with event summaries
Storyboard: No, but story charts are available
Timeline: Yes
Full Screen: No
Spell Checker: Yes, with British, US, and Canadian spellings.
Thesaurus: Yes, with wildcard word search options
Search text option: Yes
Password Protection: Yes

o

Provides a hierarchical organization of the work, with focus on organization of
characters, locations, and events.

o

Relationship links track characters throughout the work.

o

Hotlinks to notes for easier referencing.

o

Manuscript submission tracker.
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Idea link

Location
link
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MAC-Only Programs
Scrivener
http://www.literatureandlatte.com
Scrivener allows you to edit two
documents side-by side, split either
horizontally or vertically, and keeps
your research files all on one screen.

WriteRoom
http://hogbaysoftware.com
Basic-to-basics full-screen mode using
customizable backgrounds
and font colors, intended for
undisturbed writing.

CopyRight
http://bartastechnologies.com/products/
copywrite
Create and edit chapters alongside notes,
built-in automatic backup, clean
interface, full screen option.
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Ulysses
http://www.blue-tec.com
One of the first writing programs
geared towards creative writing;
offers plain-text editing only; text
elements have two editing levels:
the "standard" text and a "note
pad".

For more information on these programs and others like them, from the
maker of the Scrivener program:
http://www.literatureandlatte.com/links.html

OTHER ALTERNATIVES TO WORD:
Microsoft Wordpad

Basic text processor included with Windows packages, allows for basic
formatting, such as fonts, resizing, and paragraph formatting.

OpenOffice.org

http://www.openoffice.org
Open-source office software suite for word processing, spreadsheets,
presentations, graphics, databases, etc.

Google Docs

http://docs.google.com
Use your Google account to access a free word processor you can access
whenever you are online.
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